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Abstract The curtain sign (CS) is a sonographic artifact found in lung ultrasound studies. It is
generally used to describe the appearance of an expanded and aerated lung, often in the
context of pleural effusion diagnosis. In emergency and critical care ultrasound use, the recog-
nition of changes to the CS is very useful in the detection of early pulmonary pathological pro-
cesses occurring at the lateral lung bases and costophrenic recesses. The author suggests a
simple standardisation of the CS description and describes its use in lung ultrasound.
ª 2017, Elsevier Taiwan LLC and the Chinese Taipei Society of Ultrasound in Medicine. This is
an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction

The curtain sign (CS) is the ultrasound characteristics of the
inferior aspect of the lung field, corresponding to the
costophrenic recesses and peripheral lung bases. It is an
important sign of normality in these areas but is unfortu-
nately rarely discussed in ultrasound practise. Subtle lung
pathologies at the lung bases may be missed simply because
the normal ultrasound appearance of the lung in that area
is not recognised. This article aims to promote the recog-
nition of this sign in the ultrasound diagnosis of peripheral
lung disease processes.

The curtain sign

The CS was first coined to describe an ultrasound artifact
resulting from the presence of free air within a pleural
effusion [1,2]. It was also regarded as a sign of an aerated
lung, often in the context of a pleural effusion diagnosis
[3,4].

In the normal lung sonography, the CS is seen at the
costophrenic recess of the thorax. It is created by the
combination of two factors. The first is the acoustic
impedance mismatch between the soft tissue and the lung
air, casting the characteristic sonographic appearance of
air. The second is the anatomical relationship of the thorax
with the abdomen, resulting in the costophrenic recess
covering parts of the upper abdomen and the diaphragm.
The overlap of the costophrenic recess onto the abdomen
creates a demarcated leading edge of the lung air artifact,
giving the impression of a lung curtain (Fig. 1). In lung
scanning, the finding of the CS also signifies the study
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reaching the most inferior aspect of lung; beyond which is
the abdominal region.

The CS in a normal lung always demonstrate two fea-
tures. Firstly, the lung curtain is dynamic and swings in a
cranial-caudal axis in concert with the respiratory expan-
sion and retraction of the lung. During inspiration, as the
lung expands into the costophrenic recess, the leading
edge of the lung curtain appears to move downwards,
covering more of the intraabdominal structure. Notably,

the movement of the curtain is caused by lung expansion
and therefore not perfectly synchronous to the movement
of the intra-abdominal structure from diaphragmatic ac-
tion in the respiratory cycle. Secondly, regardless of the
phase of the respiratory cycle, the lateral aspect of the
diaphragm is always covered by the lung curtain.

The combination of these two features (dynamic move-
ment of the lung curtain and non-visualisation of the lateral
diaphragm) implies that the lung at peripheral bases and
costophrenic recess are fully aerated. The author suggests
that this should be termed the normal CS. The failure to
demonstrate either of these features is regarded as the loss
of CS or abnormal CS.

Abnormal curtain sign

Following the definitions above, we could then use the
abnormal CS to detect pathological changes occurring at
the costophrenic recess of the lung. In practise, 4 variations
of the abnormal CS are commonly observed.

Dynamic lung curtain is observed but lateral
diaphragm seen (Fig. 2)

This is the earliest sign of a pleural effusion and is visual-
ised at the most dependent part of the chest during
scanning. A small effusion first occupies the costophrenic
recess and causes compressive atelectasis of the adjacent
lung tissues. As the adjacent lung is still largely expanded
and air-filled, a lung curtain is still present but this could
not cover the lateral diaphragm in the full cycle of the
respiration (especially in expiration). With increasing vol-
ume of effusion and more of the lung is compressed, the
lung curtain fails to cover the lateral diaphragm in all
phases of the respiration cycle. In massive pleural effusion,
both features of the normal CS are not seen.

Fig. 1. Formation of normal curtain sign. A. CXR illustration
of the overlap of costophrenic recess (arrowhead) over the
abdomen. In U/S, the air in the costophrenic recess will cast an
“air curtain” (dotted line), hiding the lateral diaphragm
(dotted arrow) B. Ultrasound appearance of the normal CS
(thin arrows), which moves with respiration and cover the
lateral diaphragm throughout all phases of the respiratory
cycle. The open arrow head denotes the lowest limit of the
pleural line at the level of the costophrenic recess.

Fig. 2. Dynamic lung curtain present but lateral diaphragm seen. A. A small effusion (e) causing an abnormal CS. The lung curtain
(solid arrow) is unable to fully conceal the lateral diaphragm (dotted arrow) B. A larger effusion (e) with compressive atelectasis of
the lung (arrowhead) which is unable to form a CS. C. A massive effusion (e) without a lung curtain.
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